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Vhstraci The effect of 30 MeV Li'"̂  ton and 8 MeV electron irradiations on the thieshold voltage the voltage shift due to interface Happed
charge the voltage shift due to oxide trapped charge the density of interface trapped charge the density ol oxide trapped chaige
(dV,̂ ) and the dram saturation current were studied as a function of lluence I'he considerable increase in the and . and decrease in
I and 7,̂  were observed in both types of irradiations 'fhe observed difference in the piopcrties of Li'^ ion and electron irradiated MOSEETs are 
inteipretcd on the basis of energy loss process associated with the type of radiation The study showed that the 30 MeV LP* ion iiradiation pioduce 
more damage when compaied to the 8 MeV electron irradiation because of the highei electionic cneigy loss value
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1. Introduction

It has been o f  long standing concern that ionizing radiation will 
degrade the rnetal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor 
(MOSFET) performance and eventually make the device  
malfunction. This degradation is related to the radiation-induced 
‘»xide charge build-up in the oxide layer and interface state 
generation at the silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO^) interface 11-4]. 
fhe iconizing radiation generates electron-hole pairs when 
incident on the MOS device. The electron being quite mobile in 

and are quickly swept out whereas holes undergo a slow  
dispersive transport towards the S i/S iO , interface where they 
get trapped in deep hole traps. This positive charge accumulation 
m the oxide, prcxiuces shift in the flat band, midgap and threshold 
3̂)ltiige o f the MOS transistors. Secondary effects in the MOS 

hansistors decrease in the transconductance and increase in 
die source to drain leakage current. Thus, ionization damage 
produced in the gate oxide and the field oxide is the cause in the 
degradation in the above properties o f  MOS transistors [5-9].
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The most critical param eters o f  M O SFET in radiation  
environment is the threshold voltage (VTH) ] 10,11 ]. The shift in 
VTH (DVTH) can result m the loss o f ability to turn the MOSF'ET 
on or off, a lack o f current drive and a leakage current. The 
radiation induced DVTH is caused by the trapping of charge in 
the ox id e  and gen eration  o f  in tc ifa ce  states. R ecent 
investigations show that the interface traps build-up may occur 
because o f the motion o f hydrogen-related species {c.g . proton) 
released during irradiation and can be retarded by interactions 
with oxygen vacancie.s in the SiO^ 112]. Poindexter c t a l  [ J3| 
have reported that the radiation induced hole trap is an E‘ defect 
(a in valent silicon center in SiO., with oxygen vacancy) and the 
interface trap is a Pb defect (a trivalent silicon center at the Si/ 
SiO-, interface). These are the only point defects known to play 
an important role in the degradation o f MOS devices under 
irradiation conditions [ 14j. The annealing of oxide and interface- 
trapped charge were studied by many researchers and several 
models were proposed al various elevated temperatures and at 
different electrical stress [15,16].
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Although an extensive effort was made to understand the 
influence o f various kinds of radiation such as X-rays, C o-60  
gamma rays and neutrons on the electrical characteristics o f  the 
MOSFETs, very little information is available on the effect o f  
high-energy heavy ion and electron irradiation. Therefore in 
the present work, we investigated  the total d ose /flu en ce  
response o f  the A/-channel MOwSFETs for the 30 M eV ion 
and the 8 MeV electron irradiations. The overall objective o f  
the work reported here is to provide comparative studies o f the 
30 M eV ion and 8 MeV electron irradiations effect on the

and the I p Snt •

2. Experiment

In the present work two serially connected V-channels with 
independent dual gate depletion MOSFETs (BEL 3 N 187) with 
isolated silicon substrate (< I (X)> 4-11 ohm cm o f thickness 650  
p m )  and the gate oxide thickness (SiO^) == 750 ± 50 ‘"A are 
investigated. The gate metal (A l) thickness is ~  1.2 p m  while the 
device channel size is - \  .2 p m  \  5 p m . The cross sectional view  
o f  the V-channcI MOSFET is shown in Figure 1. The A^-channel 
MOwSFETs were exposed to 30 MeV Lî *̂  ions at the 15 UD 16 
M V Pelletron Tandem Van dc Graff Accelerator at Nuclear 
Science Centre (NSC), New Delhi, India 117). The MOSFETs 
were irradiated with ion lluence ranging from 1 x  10̂  4 o  5 x  10*  ̂
ions/cm^ at 3(X) K in an experimental chamber o f diameter 1.5 m 
maintained at 10-7 mbar vacuum. The typical beam current while 
in adiating the MOSFETs was around 2-4 particle nanoampercs 
(pnA). The fluence on the .sample kept in cylindrical .secondary 
electron suppressed geometry was estimated by integrating the 
total charge accumulated on the sample using a current integrator 
and then counting by a scalar meter. The ion beam was .scanned 
over the samples in an area o f 10 mm x 10 mm by magnetic 
scanner in order to get uniform llucnce. The 8 M eV electron at 
4-12 M eV Variable Energy Microtron Center 118| in the Huence 
range from 1.6 x 10‘“ to 1.3 x 10’** clectrons/cnr in open air at 
rex^m temperature. In both cases, all devices were irradiated with 
gate bias (V^^) ~  +3 V.

The electrical characterization o f the devices before and alter 
irradiation were performed using computer interfaced Keithle  ̂
236 source measure units with trigger controller and the test set 
up is shown in the Figure 2. The threshold voltage was 
determined from the drain current versus gate voltage \' , 
characteristics. A m ong the several m ethods available to 
measure the threshold voltage (F,.,,), one method is to choose a 
current level and define the gate voltage required u
produce that drain-source current (Ip )  [ 19]. The drain saturation 
current was determined from drain to source voltage arul 
drain current (V p^ -  Ip ) characteristics measured at zero gate 
bias (V^^ = 0 V). W hile measuring the threshold voltage t 
and drain saturation current (Ipsat^ , equal voltage was applu j 
to the both gates.
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Figure 1. The cross sectional view of the /V-channel MOSFET.

Figure 2. Kcilhlcy Souicc Measure lliiit.s (SMlJs) lo measure cUlui 
characteristics of A^-chanricl MOSFET

3. Results and discussion

To understand the observed m odifications in the irradiatcu 
devices, it is important to analyze the effect o f irradiation on the 
d ev ic e  structure and role o f  the assoc ia ted  energy it 
mechanisms. It is well established that when high-energy u'n 
passes through a material, it looses its energy via  two processes 
nam ely electronic ( e )  excitations (electron ic energy Inss, 

{ d E l d x ) e )  and direct nuclear (n ) collisions with the target atoms 

(nuclear energy loss, ( d E / d x ) n ) . The nuclear energy loss i'' 
much smaller than the electronic energy loss (three orders oi 
magnitude) in a material due to smaller elastic scattering cross 

section. Therefore, all the energy deposited to the material i'' 
mainly due to the electronic energy loss process during its caiK 
passage into the material. The nuclear energy loss becomes 
dominant near the end o f  the ion range and this produces point 
defects and the collision cascades. We have used SRIM-200.> 
[20J simulation program to estim ate the value o f '
{ d E jd x ) n  and range o f  the 30 M eV ions in the Metal Oxide
Sem iconductor (M OS) device structure and given in the Table 
1. From the SRIM calculations, it is clear that the ions pa‘*'' 
through the aluminium gate, S i0 2  layer and finally get implanted 
deep inside the silicon />-substrate al a depth o f  around 132 
from the surface. When M OS devices exposed to 30 MeV Lt
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-jable 1 The energy loss and range o f 30 MeV Li’" ions in Meial Oxide
Semiconductor (MOS) structure.

Simrcc Energy 
(MeV)

LET in MeVem^/g Kange in

A1 SiO, A1 SiO,

[•li’Ctron

11 ions

1 97 I 92 1.88 1.81
cm

1 80 
cm

I 99 
cm

30  585 9 598 3 634 2 116 12 1 3 1 5 6  123 35
mm mm

*̂Rure 3a. Sub*threshold current curves for A^-channel MOSFET before 
after 30 MeV ion irradiation.

ofelcclron traps is very small (by a factor o f 10 )̂ when compared 
to the hole traps.

To determine the threshold vt)ltage (V T li), we studied the 
sub-threshold beha/ioiir o f irradiated transistors as a function 
of tluence and plots for the 30 MeV Li'^ ions and 8 MeV electron 
irradiated MOSFETs are shown in Figures 3a, 3b respectively.

ions, these ions pass through the SiO^ layer and they deposit 
higher energy through electronic excitations. These high energy 
ions which w ill produce ionization or breaking bonds and 
displacement o f  atoms along its path during irradiation process. 
From the SRIM simulation data, it is revealed that each ion can 
create around 750 vacancies before it stops deep inside the 
silicon substrate. The energy loss o f 8 M eV electrons is only 
1 92 MeV cm^/g in silicon since the range o f electron is 1.86 cm 
in silicon. When the 30 M eV ion and 8 M eV electron pass 
through the SiO., layer, they deposit higher energy through 
electronic excitations, which will produce ionization or breaking 
bonds and d isp lacem ent o f  atom s along its path. In (he 
MOSFETs, the role o f  Si/SiO., interface is very important in 
determining the device performance. vSomc o f the ladiation- 
mduced electron-hole pairs arc quickly undergo recombination 
and are not available for any further radiation effect and some of 
the positively charged holes make slow dispersive transport 
towards the Si/SiO^ interface where they get trapped in deep 
hole traps. The m icroscopic origin o f  the dispersive transport is 
likely to be multiple trapping and detrapping o f  the holes or 
hopping o f the holes through shallow  traps. This results in 
additional oxide charges (Not) and reduces the threshold voltage 
(VTII). These Not are located at or near the Si/SiO^ interface 
and are im m obile under applied electric field. The electron 
trapping in S i0 2  is negligible because the capture cross section

Gate Voltage (V)

FiRiiri* 3b Sub lhicsliold cunent cuivcs toi N chanm-l MOSFET bcloic 
and altci 8 MeV Wcclion iiradiation

The V foi these d evices is defined as the negative gate 
v o lta g e  foi w hich  the drain current b eco m es i pA  

s  = 1 p A ) .  E'igure 4 shows the variation in
with respect to fluence Fm’ both the Ei^  ̂ ion and elcclron- 
irradiatcd MCkSFE fs. For the transistors irradiated with the I a 

ion with lluence up to 1 x 10*  ̂cm~“, the V decreased from -  
1.19 to -4 .52  V and that irradiated with the electron with lluence 
upto 1.31 X I0’‘*cm''“, the VTH decreased from '  I .1 9 lo -3 .3 9  V. 
The characteristic curves for 30 M eV ion and 8
MeV cicctron-irradiatiated MOSFFTs are shown in Figures 5a, 
5b respectively, l b  illustrate in a better way, was extracted
from the curves at -  3 V and is shown in Figure 6 for
both types o f irradiations. It can be seen from the figure that

Figure 4 Variation m the before and after 30 MeV Li'* ion and 8 
MeV electron irradiation.
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I p  jjj,, decreased by an order o f  magnitude for ion-irradiated 
MOSFETs and slight decrease is evident in the case o f  electron- 
irradiated MOSFETs. From Figure 6, it can be observed that

Figure 5«. li, -  characlerisUcs before and after 30 MeV ion 
irradiation (at = C) V)

Figure 5b. ~ characteristics: before and after 8 MeV electron
irradiation (at == 0 V).

^nsat decreased from 3.18 mA to 0.0536 mA for the 30 MeV 
ion-irradiated MOSFET after a total flucnce o f 5 x 10̂ "' cm - 

case o f  8 M eV electron-irradiated MOSFET, ID Sat decreased 
from 1.69 mA to 0.776m A  after a total fluence o f  1.31 x K)i » 
cm'' .̂ The decrease in Ip  may be due to the Coulomb scattennj: 
between the radiation induced interface-trapped charge and tree 
carriers in the channel. Because o f  the large difference m the 
electronic energy loss between the 30 M eV Lî '*' ion and the 8 
M eV electron, the energy deposition is more for the Lî "̂  ion and 
therefore the damage is more.

The net threshold voltage shift and contribution u>

that shift due to the interface traps and the trapped

oxide charge was calculated from the sub-thrcshold
measurements using the technique proposed by McWhouei 
and Winokur [21]. From this technique, it is possible to split the 
threshold voltage shift (A V jf^ ) into a contribution due to 

interface-trapped charge (AVj^,i) and a contribution due tn 

trapped oxide charge ), where A V fp  =

from sub-threshold current measurements. The high enetg\ 
radiation introduces both interface traps and trapped oxide 
charge which in turn, causes a shift in the threshold voltage 
The first step in the analysis is to determine the currents at Si 
surface potentials corresponding to threshold and midgap foi 
each curve. The sub-threshold current for a transistor m 
saturation, can be calculated as a function o f surface band 
bending using the formula [21];

I ,  =V 2C ,(^yV ^ L a l P ) { n i l N ^ f  e x p ( /J ^ J 0 3 f ,) - 1/2

where is the band bending at the surface, is the channel 
doping, is the intrinsic carrier concentration, is the Debe\

length given by L g =  [ e J { P q N ^ ) f \  P  =  q / k T ,  and C„, is 

p i W t l L ) .

This technique involves measuring increments or shifts in 
the sub-threshold current slopes and is not sensitive to details 
o f  the actual doping profile in the depletion layer. 
determined from the slope o f  a plot o f  the square root o f dram 
current v e r s u s  gate voltage in saturation, since

— (VJif Khex) (2)

Figure 6. Variation in the drain saturation current. for the 30 MeV 
Lî *̂  ion and the 8 MeV electron irradiated MOSFETs (at = 0 V).

with being the extrapolated threshold voltage. After i'' 
determined for each curve, it is then possible to calculate [he 

threshold and midgap currents. The threshold current is simply 
the current associated with The midgap current is defined 
as the current which occurs when the bands are bent at the

surface by an amount where <t>i, -  ( k T /  q ) ln { N A l^ i^  

Since the midgap current tends to be in the range o f  0.01-0.1 pA 
it is generally necessary to linearly extrapolate the lower position 

o f the sub-threshold curve down to this curve level.
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With the threshold and midgap currents marked on each o f  
the curves, it is now possible to determine shifts in the threshold 

voltage {A V ,h) and midgap voltage at each radiation
level. The interface traps in the upper half o f  the band gap are 
generally believed to be acceptors, w hile interface traps in the 
lower half o f  the band gap are donors. Therefore, as the bands 
are bent from midgap to threshold, an increased number o f  
acceptor interface traps fall bellow  the Fermi level and become 
negatively-charged. This has the effect o f  stretching out the 
sub-threshold current curve between midgap and threshold. 
We define the stretch out voltage to be the voltage difference
between the midgap and threshold points and is given by

V = V , . - V^ w  ''th  * m ji {31

The shift in the threshold voltage due to interface traps is 
therefore the difference in the stretchout voltage on respective 
sub-threshold current curves i.e .

(4)

where the labels 2 and 1 refer to sub-threshold current curves at 
dilTerenl radiation levels. Once the threshold voltage shift due 
to interface traps is known, the increase in the number o f interface 
traps can be determined by

A N „ = A V ^ „ C „ J q . (5)

zW,, (cm~“) represents the increase in the total number o f  
interface traps betw een  m idgap and threshold; is the 
capacitance o f  the o x id e  per unit area and is g iven  by 

ôx being the thickness o f  the gate oxide. 
This derivation is based on n assumption o f  no lateral non
uniformities.

The contribution o f  trapped oxide charge to the threshold 
shift IS independent o f  gate bias and sim ply translates an entire 
sub-threshold current curve to the left (for positive trapped 
holes created follow ing irradiation). Based on the alx)ve model 
of interface traps, when the bands are bent by an amount 
(midgap condition), the donor traps fall below the Fermi level, 
and the acceptor traps fall above the Fermi level. This means 
the interface traps are uncharged. Therefore, the shift between 
sub-threshold curves at the midgap voltage represent the shift 
due to trapped charge in the oxide i.e .

(6)

Once is known, the increase in the number o f trapped

charges in the oxide can be calculated by

(7)

This technique provides an accurate method o f determining 
the build-up o f  interface traps and trapped-oxide charge without 
sophisticated measurements or com plicated analysis.

The variation o f the AN^f and the as a function o f  
fluence are shown in Figures 7, 8 respectively for the devices 
irradiated with the 30 MeV Li^“̂ ion and 8 MeV electron. For the 
Li^  ̂ ion-irradiated MOSFET, the ZW„ increased from 6.192 x 

10‘̂ Mo 1.365 X IG’^ 'n r-and th c from 1.354x 10*Mo2..324 

X 10*̂  cm”". In the case ot electron irradiation, the AN^f increased 

from 3.744 x 10*** to 8.784 x 10* * cm“̂  and the AN̂ f̂ also incrccised 
from 9,792 x 10*** to 1.506 x 10*" cm“". However, the increase in 
AN^  ̂ and are much higher for the 30M cV Lî "*̂  ion compared 
to 8 MeV electron-irradiated MOSFETs.

10’̂ 30 MeV 11*’ ion

E

Z*o MoV ©lociron

10 10 10 
Fluence (cm^)

10

Figure 7 Variation in the al'u*i MeV Li'’ ion and 8 MeV electron 
irradiation.

30 MeV LI (on
10l

10'

e MeV electron

10" 10’" 1̂0” 
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Figure 8 Variation in the A/V̂ „ after 10 MeV Lî "̂  ion and 8 MeV electron 
irradiation

4. Conclusions

In this work, we observed that the o f MOS devices have 
been decreased significantly after the 30 MeV Li^* ion and the 8 
MeV electron irradiations. The conduction mechanisms o f the 
source to drain junction were strongly affected by the radiation- 
induced trapped charge and significant decrease in the 

was observed. The interface trapped charge (4V „) and oxide 
trapped charge (4/V„,) were calculated from the sub-threshold 

measurements and zW„, was found to be higher compared to 

A N ,, after exposure to both 30 M eV L i’* ions and 8 M eV


